The images and legends for Figures 1, 2, and 3 are switched.

Please view Figure 1 here:
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The Figure 1 legend should read: Figure 1. Stiffness change due to cocontraction. Increasing the cocontraction of the corresponding muscles increases the offset in the stiffness/force relationship.

Please view Figure 2 here:
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The Figure 2 legend should read: Figure 2. Cross sectional view of the Grasp Perturbator.

Please view Figure 3 here:
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The Figure 3 legend should read: Figure 3. Grasp Perturbator held in a pinch grasp with attached weights.

Various formatting errors occurred throughout the tables of this article. Please view the following tables here:

Table 1:
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Table 2:
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Table 3:
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Table 4:
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Table 5:
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Table 6:
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Here is an explanation for the acronyms used throughout the text:

SEM -- standard error of mean

M-test -- Mandel test

CNS -- central nervous system

CSE -- coefficient of standard error

All instances of \"sec:Model\" should read \"General Model of the fingers\"

All instances of \"sec:Results\" should read \"Results\"
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